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In this pilot study, we sought to examine the influence of the beliefs of Grade 10

to 12 physical science teachers on their intended and actual usage of interactive

simulations (Physics Education Technology, or PhET) in their classrooms. A

combination of the Theory of Planned Behaviour, the Technology Acceptance

Model and the Innovation Diffusion Theory was used to examine the influence

of teachers’ attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control on

their intention to use simulations in their classrooms. Using regression and

factor analyses, it was found that beliefs about the perceived usefulness and

the pedagogical compatibility of PhET have a signif icant effect on teachers’

attitude towards the use of the simulations in their classrooms. The expectations

of the teachers’ colleagues contribute to the subjective norm of these teachers.

The regression and partial correlation result also highlights the importance of

teachers’ general technology proficiency. Although we were not able to confirm

a direct link between attitudes, subjective norm, perceived behavioural control,

and the teachers’ behaviour intention we show the influence of behaviour

intention on the actual use of the simulations with an accuracy of 70.83%. 
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Introduction
Technology can be used to strengthen student learning and enhance pedagogy
(Dede, 2000) and can be used effectively as a cognitive tool for teaching and
learning in the classroom (Bruce & Levin, 2001; Bransford, Brown & Cocking,
2000). Researchers agree that students using a computer to prepare for labo-
ratories make greater conceptual gains, and are more capable of integrating
knowledge, than those who use the textbook and solve additional problems
on the topic (Zacharia & Anderson, 2003; Linn & Hsi, 2000; Linn, Eylon &
Davis, 2004; Triona & Klahr, 2003). In the context of developing countries,
information and communication technology (ICT) has the potential and ca-
pacity to overcome barriers such as equity and redress (Department of Edu-
cation, 2003). Therefore, in order to be competitive with the rest of the world,
the South African government positioned itself by drafting a White paper on
e-Education (Department of Education, 2003) which provided the implemen-
tation strategies (three phases) of how ICT will be incorporated in the learning,
teaching and administration of all schools in South Africa. As experienced
when the National Curriculum Statement was implemented, teachers’ beliefs
can make or break the implementation of an innovation, and must be aligned
to the spirit of the innovation. Therefore, in order to implement ICT in tea-
ching and learning we need a better understanding of the beliefs that in-
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fluence teachers in deciding to use technology or not. 
Cuban (2001) warns that explaining teachers’ behaviour in using or not

using technology needs to go beyond popular explanations that tend to blame
teachers. Research explains how and why individuals adopt new information
technologies (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis & Davis, 2003), but it is not known
what influences teachers to use technology in their classroom; we need a
better understanding of the beliefs that inform these decisions. 

Hew and Brush (2007), Nyaumwe (2006), and Albion (2001) have
identified teachers’ attitudes and beliefs as barriers to using technology for
instruction. Problems can emerge when teachers’ beliefs are ignored, because
“beliefs and values that teachers hold drive many of the choices they make in
the classroom” (Cuban, 2001:169). Cuban (op.cit.) argues that beliefs influ-
ence what and how teachers choose to teach and what innovations they
endorse or reject. In addition, “teachers’ beliefs and principles are contextually
significant to the implementation of innovations” (Munby, 1984:28). We there-
fore need a deeper understanding of the nature of beliefs that influence
teachers’ behaviour and how these beliefs are manifested. 

Context
This pilot study focuses on the use of interactive physics simulations by
teachers in their physical science classrooms. Finkelstein, Adams, Keller,
Kohl, Perkins, Podolefsky, Reid & LeMaster found that “properly designed
simulations used in the right contexts can be more effective educational tools
than real laboratory equipment, both in developing student facility with real
equipment and at fostering student conceptual understanding” (2005:1). By
integrating modelling and visualisation as opposed to traditional teaching
methods, the difficulties in physical science concepts can be overcome
(Gilbert, Justi & Aksela, 2003). Interactive simulations are a new way to
transfer scientific ideas and connect students in educational activities (Per-
kins, Adams, Dubson, Finkelstein, Reid, Wieman & LeMaster, 2006; Linn,
Eylon & Davis, 2004). 

With this in mind, we introduced interactive physics simulations software,
Physics Education Technology (PhET), to physical science teachers. These
simulations are freely available on the internet and therefore accessible to all
South Africans. PhET was developed by a group of researchers from the
University of Colorado at Boulder in the USA and is grounded in research on
how students learn and their conceptual difficulties and misconceptions. The
PhET project’s goals are “increased student engagement, improved learning
and improved beliefs about and approach toward learning” (Wieman, Perkins
& Adams, 2008:394). The PhET simulations are highly interactive and provide
animated feedback to the user. In developing the simulations, researchers
made use of “student interviews and classroom testing to explore issues of
usability, interpretation and learning” (Wieman et al., 2008:394). 

The purpose of this study is to identify the beliefs that may influence
teachers’ decision to use PhET in their classrooms. This research used the
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Circuit Construction Kit from the PhET interactive simulations. The Circuit
Construction Kit was selected for the following reasons:
• the possibility of addressing misconceptions held about electric circuits
• the visual representation of electron flow
• the possibility of varying the resistance and/or potential difference

(Finkelstein et al., 2005).

Theoretical framework
Various models exist for trying to predict and explain human behaviour. The
Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) explains human behaviour in general
settings. To elucidate and explain behavioural beliefs in the context of infor-
mation technology, models of the adoption of technology innovations were
investigated. Information technology researchers have developed models for
studying the software utilisation choices of users; for example, the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) and the Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT). The latter
models can also be used to clarify behavioural beliefs in the context of the use
of technology for teaching, and all three models will be discussed.

Theory of Planned Behaviour 
TPB explains human action and suggests that it is guided by behavioural,
normative and control beliefs (Figure 1).

Ajzen (1991) explains that behavioural beliefs are beliefs about the pro-
bable outcomes of behaviour and the corresponding judgments about these

Figure 1 Theory of Planned Behaviour 
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outcomes, while normative beliefs are about the expectations of other people
and the motivation to comply with their expectations. Control beliefs include
beliefs about both internal and external factors that may facilitate or impede
performance of behaviour. Internal factors include skills, abilities and emo-
tions, while external factors include environmental factors such as beliefs
about infrastructure, support staff and access to computers. Together, these
factors will determine the behavioural intention, and hence in the end also the
behaviour, given a sufficient degree of the individual’s actual control over the
behaviour.

Technology Acceptance Model 
In 1992 Bagozzi, Davis and Warshaw adapted the Theory of Reasoned Action
to develop the TAM, as an attempt to explain factors that influence users’
acceptance of information technology systems (Bagozzi, Davis & Warshaw,
1992). TAM currently enjoys the status of being the prime tool for testing user
acceptance of new technologies (Green, 2005). This model ignores the role of
normative beliefs and control beliefs and replaces behavioural beliefs about
the outcome with only two beliefs — perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness (Figure 2). Perceived usefulness is about the extent “to which a
person believes that using the system will enhance his or her job perfor-
mance”, while perceived ease of use is about “a person’s beliefs that using the
specific technology will be free of effort” (Davis, 1989:320).

Several researchers have replicated Davis’s research and found perceived
usefulness to be a strong determinant of user intentions:

Numerous empirical studies have found that TAM consistently explains
a substantial proportion of the variance (typically about 40%) in usage
intentions and behaviour… In 10 years, TAM has become well-established
as a robust, powerful, and parsimonious model for predicting user
acceptance (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000:186).

This model is much simpler than TPB, and proved to be useful in ex-
plaining technology adaption of software (Venkatesh & Davis, 2000). A cor-
relation coefficient (r) of 0.54 between behaviour intention and actual use was
found within the field of consumer behaviour (Sheppard, Hartwick & Warsaw
1988). Currently TAM is a well-established model and is widely accepted
among researchers in the field of information technology (Ahmad, Madarsha,
Zainuddin, Ismail & Nordin, 2010).

Figure 2 Technology Acceptance Model
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Innovation Diffusion Theory
IDT is used to study a variety of innovations (Rogers, 2003). One of the main
differences from TAM is the addition of a factor that Rogers calls compatibility.
According to Ahmad et al. (2010:271), IDT “explains technology adoption as
a process taking place over time”. This model explains that technology adop-
tion is dependent on five key factors: the relative advantage, the complexity
of the innovation, the compatibility, the trialability and observability. Accord-
ing to Moore and Benbasat (1991:195), relative advantage is about “the degree
to which an innovation is perceived as being better than its precursor”, while
complexity is “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being difficult
to use”. Compatibility is “the degree to which an innovation is perceived as
being consistent with the existing values, needs, and past experiences of
potential adopters”. These factors have been addressed in TPB and TAM. For
this study trialability, which is about availability, has been addressed by
TPB’s control beliefs, and because of the nature of using interactive simu-
lations, observability has been included in “relative advantage”. Neither TAM
nor TPB addressed the component “compatibility” of the technology with the
existing values and experiences of potential users, and was therefore included
as an extra component to our model.

Combining the Theory of Planned Behaviour, the Technology Acceptance Model and
the Innovation Diffusion Theory
A close similarity exists between the variables in TAM and IDT: the relative
advantage in IDT is related to the perceived usefulness in TAM, while the
complexity of IDT is related to the perceived ease of use of TAM. Perceived
compatibility has been added from IDT, and therefore the combined model
postulates that attitudes are influenced by perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use, and the perceived compatibility. 

The subjective norm in TPB is “the person’s perception that most people
who are important to him think he should or should not perform the be-
haviour in question” (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975:302, Knowles, Nieuwenhuis &
Smit, 2009). In a teaching context, the people who could influence teachers’
normative beliefs are typically the principal, learners, parents and colleagues.
Perceived behaviour control is influenced by individuals’ control beliefs. Accor-
ding to McCabe (2004:503), control beliefs are a function of both external and
internal control beliefs: “Thus intention to behave is a function of perceived
internal control (i.e. confidence in skills and abilities) and behaviour is a
function of external control (i.e. opportunity and resources available)”. In this
study, the internal control beliefs are about the teachers’ general technology
proficiency, while the external control beliefs are about the availability of the
IT infrastructure. 

Combining the three models results in a new model (see Figure 3) which
will be referred to as the Combined Model and has the potential to improve
our understanding of technology used by teachers in general, and also in their
classrooms for instruction. This Combined Model will be used as a framework 
for analysing teachers’ use of interactive simulations in their classrooms. 
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Similarly, Venkatesh et al. (2003) reviewed eight user acceptance models
and then developed the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology.
Their research model proposes that Performance Expectancy (perceived use-
fulness), Effort Expectancy (perceived ease of use), Social Influence (subjective
norm) and Facilitation Conditions (control beliefs) have an influence on actual
use. All these determinants have been addressed in the Combined Model. 

Research aim
The aim of this research was threefold. The first objective was to examine the
influence of Grade 10 to 12 (16–18 years) physical science teachers’ beha-
vioural beliefs, normative beliefs and control beliefs on their attitudes, sub-
jective norm and perceived behaviour control respectively. The second
objective was to determine the impact of teachers’ attitudes, subjective norm
and perceived behaviour control on their intention to use PhET in their
classrooms. Finally, their actual usage was compared with their intention to
use PhET.

Research design
The first step in this research was to examine publications to identify possible
salient beliefs of teachers regarding the use of educational software. Stols
(2008) reviewed 53 publications that were selected for their relevance. From
the publications, he clustered factors influencing attitude, subjective norm
and perceived behaviour control. In the case of attitudes, the following salient
beliefs were identified: pedagogical compatibility of the technology, perceived

Figure 3 The Combined Model
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ease of use of the technology and its perceived usefulness. The beliefs influen-
cing subjective norm were normative beliefs about colleagues, learners, the
principal and parents. Finally, perceived behaviour control was influenced by
internal control beliefs such as belief in one’s own general technology pro-
ficiency and software skills, while external control beliefs referred to such
aspects as infrastructure, IT support staff and access to technology or an IT
lab.

In this pilot study an experimental design was used to investigate the
relationship between the above-mentioned constructs. The study was conduc-
ted as a pilot for a more comprehensive study. Both correlation and regression
techniques were used to examine these relationships. The correlation statis-
tics were used to find the correlation between the beliefs and their respective
direct measures of the constructs in Figure 3. For example, correlation was
found between the beliefs about usefulness, ease of use, and compatibility of
using PhET with the attitudes towards the use of the interactive simulations.
By using stepwise regression analysis it was possible to identify the weights
of the attitudes, subjective norm and perceived behaviour control on the
intention to use PhET. The intention was then compared with the actual
usage by using descriptive statistics. Because of the small sample size, the
study also employed a structural equation modelling technique, in this case
confirmatory factor analysis from partial least squares (PLS).

Participants and procedure
The study was carried out in South Africa, using a representative sample of
teachers from both semi-urban and urban schools. This sample consisted of
seven high school teachers from semi-urban areas and 17 from urban
schools. Data were obtained from these 24 (10 male and 14 female) teachers,
who represented a variety of cultures. Their average teaching experience was
13 years and their average age 39.46 years. All teachers participating in the
study were physical science teachers, teaching Grades 10 to 12. All partici-
pants voluntarily agreed to participate in this study. Follow-up interviews
were conducted with the teachers three months after the workshops. 

Questionnaire
The questionnaire was designed by the authors using the guidelines set by
Francis, Eccles, Johnston, Walker, Grimshaw, Foy, Kaner, Smith and Bonetti
(2004). The first step in the design of the instrument was to conduct an
elicitation study to elicit commonly held beliefs about the use of interactive
simulations for teaching. The questionnaire consisted of 132 questions. The
following is an example of a question designed to determine the behaviour
belief-perceived usefulness: “The use of PhET will make it easier for the lear-
ners to visualise electric circuits”. 

A 7-point Likert scale was used for all the questions, varying from “ex-
tremely unlikely” to “extremely likely”, or “definitely false” to “definitely true”. 
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Workshop
Teachers must know and understand the advantages, limitations and func-
tions of the simulations to be able to know what their beliefs about them are.
Therefore, the first author conducted a three-hour workshop one day a week
for three consecutive weeks on the use of PhET in the physical science class-
room before the teachers completed the questionnaire. 

The workshop focused on the Circuit Construction Kit from the PhET
project. This simulation kit allows the user to construct electric circuits with
any number of batteries, bulbs, resistors and wires in any combination.
Potential differences and electric currents can be measured by simulated
voltmeters and ammeters (see example in Figure 4). 

Results 
Table 1 presents a summary of the responses to the questionnaire about the
different categories and constructs of the Combined Model. Each category will
be discussed separately. 

Figure 4 Circuit construction kit in lifelike visual mode
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics about the constructs of the TPB 

N Min. Max. Mean SD

Behaviour intention

Attitude

Pedagogical compatibility

Perceived ease of use

Perceived usefulness

Subjective norm

Normative beliefs (colleagues)

Normative beliefs (parents)

Perceived behaviour control

General technology proficiency

IT infrastructure

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

1.00

4.25

3.50

3.14

4.50

1.00

2.00

3.50

2.00

2.30

3.50

7.00

7.00

7.00

5.60

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

7.00

6.10

7.00

5.5448

6.4565

6.3043

4.3344

6.2440

5.8913

5.5000

5.5909

5.2793

4.7754

5.4562

1.62220

0.80302

0.89369

0.78720

0.70360

1.61485

1.48177

1.10961

1.94503

1.05667

0.83179

Influence of behavioural beliefs on attitude
According to the Combined Model, behavioural beliefs will produce a positive
or negative attitude towards the behaviour. Behavioural beliefs include beliefs
about the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and pedagogical com-
patibility of using interactive simulations with current instructional practices.
In the following tables, (**) indicates significance at the 0.01 level (two-tailed)
and (*) significance at the 0.05 level (two-tailed). 

Table 2 The Pearson correlation coefficients between

behavioural beliefs and attitude (N  = 24)

Behavioural beliefs    Attitudes

Perceived usefulness

Perceived ease of use

Pedagogical compatibility

0.830(**)

0.076

0.602(**)

Table 2 shows that both perceived usefulness and pedagogical compati-
bility correlate significantly with attitudes. PLS were used to determine the
reliability regression or path analysis; this is a predictive technique that can
handle many independent variables. 

In Table 3, the model effect loadings for prediction of perceived useful-
ness, perceived ease of use and pedagogical compatibility on attitudes were
0.807, 0.074 and 0.585, respectively. It can be concluded that only beliefs
about perceived usefulness and pedagogical compatibility influence attitudes,
and therefore this result is highly consistent with the results from the
regression analyses and correlation statistics.
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Table 3 PLS regression analysis for behavioural beliefs

and attitude (N  = 24)

R²X R²Y Significance

0.5869

39

0.61090

6

S

       VIP

Perceived usefulness

Perceived ease of use

Pedagogical compatibility

0.807610

0.073650

0.585100

Influence of normative beliefs on subjective norm 
Normative beliefs are the perceived behavioural expectations of important
individuals, leaders, groups or colleagues. Judging from the literature in a
teaching context, these would typically be colleagues, learners, parents and
the principal. TBP assumes that these normative beliefs, in combination with
the person’s motivation to comply with them, determine the subjective norm. 

Table 4 The Pearson correlation coefficients between

normative beliefs and subjective norm (N  = 24)

  Normative beliefs Subjective norm

  Colleagues

  Parents

0.577(**)

0.475(*)

Table 4 shows that the correlation coefficient of 0.577 between subjective
norm and normative beliefs (colleagues) is significant at the 0.01 level of
significance and 0.475 between subjective norm and normative beliefs (pa-
rents) is significant at the 0.10 level of significance only. These results are
confirmed by the PLS analyses. 
From tables 4 and 5 it is clear that the expectations of colleagues and parents
did have a significant impact on the subjective norm of these teachers. This
significant impact was also confirmed by the factor analysis of PLS. 

Influence of control beliefs on perceived behavioural control 
Perceived behavioural control is about the presence of factors that may faci-
litate or impede performance of the behaviour, and the perceived power of
these factors (Ajzen, 1991). In the context of this article, perceived behavioural
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Table 5 PLS regression analysis for normative beliefs

and subjective norm (N  = 24)

R²X R²Y

0.853450 0.329176

       VIP

Normative beliefs: colleagues

Normative beliefs: parents

0.772116

0.635481

control relates to factors influencing the extent to which teachers feel able to
use PhET in the classroom. Control beliefs include both internal and external
factors. Internal control beliefs include the teacher’s perception of his or her
general technology proficiency, while the external control beliefs are about the
availability of the IT infrastructure. 

 Table 6 Pearson correlation coefficients between control beliefs and

perceived behavioural control (N  = 24)

  Control beliefs Perceived behavioural control

General technology proficiency

IT infrastructure

0.534(**)

0.385

Table 6 indicates that the general technology proficiency of the teacher
relates to perceived behavioural control. The participating teachers did not see
IT infrastructure as a significant barrier. A positive significant correlation of
0.534 was found between perceived behavioural control and the general tech-
nology proficiency of the teachers. This is understandable, as these simula-
tions were developed as a tool for conceptual understanding and are easy to
use. This impact was also confirmed by the factor analysis of PLS shown in
Table 7. 

The PLS model effect loadings for general technology proficiency and IT
infrastructure on perceived behavioural control were 0.811 and 0.584, respec-
tively. The regression and partial correlation results suggest that general
technology proficiency and IT infrastructure mediate the effect of perceived
behavioural control. 

Influence of attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control on behaviour
intention 
The intention of teachers to use PhET in their classrooms is based on attitude
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Table 7 PLS regression analysis for controll beliefs and

Perceived behavioural control  (N  = 24)

R²X R²Y Significance

0.636210 0.341787 S

       VIP

General technology proficiency

IT infrastructure 

0.811180

0.584796

toward the use of PhET, the subjective norm and the perceived behavioural
control. Each of these three predictors was weighted for its importance in
relation to the teachers’ intention to use PhET in their classrooms, as shown
in Table 8. 

Table 8 Pearson correlation coefficients between attitude, subjective

norm, control beliefs and behaviour intention  (N  = 24)

Behavioural intention

Attitude

Subjective norm

Perceived behavioural control

0.262

0.237

0.216

Table 9 PLS regression analysis for behaviour intention (N  = 24)

R²X R²Y Significance

0.4800
05

0.1201
79 NS

VIP   Importance

Attitude

Subjective norm

Perceived behavioural

control

0.633451

0.571410

0.521757

1

2

3

The values in Table 9 confirm the findings shown in Table 8, namely, that
no significant positive correlation was found between the behavioural inten-
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tion and attitude, the subjective norm and the perceived behavioural control. 

Actual use in the classroom
Three months after the workshop, we followed up on the technology imple-
mentation of all the teachers (100%). According to the Combined Model, the
actual usage of interactive simulations will be influenced by their behaviour
intention. Therefore we compared the average score of the six questions in the
questionnaire that were posed to determine the behaviour intention with the
teachers’ actual use of interactive simulations in their classrooms. Using the
average score for these questions regarding behavioural intention, we re-
garded a score of higher than 4 on the 7-point Likert scale as an indication of
a respectable intention to use interactive simulations (see Table 10). 

Table 10 Behaviour intention and actual use (N  = 24)

    

Actual use of PhET

Average score for behaviour

intention

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

4.7 (yes)

5.3 (yes)

5.7 (yes)

5.7 (yes)

6.0 (yes)

6.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

1.0 (no)

3.3 (no)

3.3 (no)

4.5 (yes)

5.3 (yes)

6.3 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

7.0 (yes)

1.0 (no)

2.0 (no)

From the questionnaire and interviews, 14 teachers indicated that they
intended to use PhET in their classrooms and did in fact do so (Table 10).
Three teachers had no intention of using PhET, and did not use it in their
classrooms. Five teachers (21%) indicated that they were going to use simu-
lations but did not use them. Only 2 (8%) teachers who did not intend using
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PhET used it in the end. This model therefore predicted with a 70.83% accu-
racy the teachers’ intention and actual behaviour.

Discussion 
Technology can be used to strengthen student learning, but it is rarely used
in physical science classrooms. In order to implement ICT in teaching and
learning we need a better understanding of the beliefs that influence teachers’
use of technology. TPB proposes that people’s behavioural beliefs, normative
beliefs and control beliefs have an effect on their attitude, subjective norm,
and perceived behavioural control respectively. This theory, in combination
with TAM and IDT, resulted in the Combined Model (see Figure 5), which has
the potential to improve our understanding of technology use by teachers.

This model was used as the framework for analysing teachers’ use of in-
teractive simulations in their classrooms. It was found that in the context of
teachers using PhET in their classrooms, beliefs about perceived usefulness
and perceived compatibility influenced the teachers’ attitude towards using
the simulations in their classrooms. The expectations of colleagues did have
a significant impact on the subjective norm of these teachers. The regression
and partial correlation results suggest that general technology proficiency and
IT infrastructure mediate the effect of perceived behaviour control. Comparing
behavioural intention with the teachers’ actual usage, this model predicted
the teachers’ intention and actual behaviour with 70.83% accuracy.

When IT infrastructure was available and sufficient, it did not constitute
a barrier to using PhET, but the absence or insufficiency of infrastructure
posed an insurmountable barrier to using this technology. According to TPB,

Figure 5  Combined Model
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the intention of teachers to use PhET in their classrooms is based on attitude
toward the use of PhET, the subjective norm and the perceived behavioural
control. This pilot study found that teachers’ behavioural beliefs about
perceived usefulness and compatibility influence their attitude towards the
use of PhET in their classrooms. 

In further analyses it was found that general technology proficiency
combined with normative beliefs of colleagues explains 64.8% of the use of
PhET by these teachers. These results suggest a simplification of the original
model shown in Figure 3. 

This Simplified Model (see Figure 6) sufficiently explains the use of PhET
in their classrooms by 17 (70.83%) of the 24 teachers. Fourteen indicated up-
front that they would use it and did, while three indicated upfront that they
would not use it and they did not change their behaviour. Two teachers indi-
cated that they would not use PhET but did use it in the end. 

Interviews were conducted with the teachers to investigate possible rea-
sons why they did not in the end use PhET in their classrooms, or initially
indicated that they did not intend using PhET but did use it subsequently.
The reasons were that when they had to teach “electric circuits” they decided
to use PhET in the classroom, and they used it whenever they started a new
section because it helped the learners to visualise the concepts. 

The fact that five of the 24 teachers who intended to use PhET did not use
it was contradictory to the projection of TPB. In interviews they indicated that
access to computers was the only reason for not using PhET in the classroom.
This suggests that there is a relationship between IT infrastructure and
perceived behaviour control, which was found to be insignificant “regression
analysis”. In a study to determine 533 teachers’ beliefs about using educa-

Figure 6 Further Simplified Model
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tional technology in the science classroom, it was found that, where class-
room structures that support use of technology are needed, support struc-
tures are also needed before teachers can use the technology (Czerniak,
Lumpe, Haney & Beck, 1999). 

Conclusion 
In order to answer the question ”Why don’t physical science teachers use
technology, in this case interactive simulations, in their classrooms?”, we
need a better understanding of the beliefs that influence teachers to decide to
use this technology or not. The first aim was to examine the influence of phy-
sical science teachers’ behavioural beliefs, normative beliefs and control
beliefs on their attitudes, subjective norm and perceived behaviour control
respectively. This pilot study found that these teachers’ behavioural, norma-
tive and control beliefs influenced their actual behaviour. The second objective
of the study was to determine the impact of teachers’ attitudes, subjective
norm and perceived behaviour control on their intention to use PhET in their
classrooms. This study did not confirm this relationship. Finally, their actual
usage was compared with their intention to use PhET. This model predicted
the actual usage with 70.83% accuracy.

These preliminary findings will be able to focus the attention of district
officials on what aspects they will have to consider if they want teachers to
use PhET in their classrooms. In order to promote the use of interactive simu-
lations, they must be exposed to PhET to experience its usefulness in science
teaching. To use the normative beliefs, this exposure must be done in groups
with colleagues and teachers must have basic computer proficiency. 
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